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Gura said. The Scalia majority invokes much historical material to support its finding that the right to keep
and bear arms belongs to individuals; more precisely, Scalia asserts in the Court's opinion that the "people" to
whom the Second Amendment right is accorded are the same "people" who enjoy First and Fourth
Amendment protection: "'The Constitution was written to be understood by the voters; its words and phrases
were used in their normal and ordinary as distinguished from technical meaning. Roberts, Jr. Suppose part of a
state's militia was engaged in combat and needed additional weaponry. Illinois , U. It had taken St. Justice
Anthony M. The dissent concludes: The Court would have us believe that over years ago, the Framers made a
choice to limit the tools available to elected officials wishing to regulate civilian uses of weapons and to use
the common-law process of case-by-case judicial lawmaking to define the contours of acceptable gun control
policy. Heller , the U. That assertion promptly ran into objections. Bush administration's official position. In
contrast to Scalia, Stevens interprets Miller to mean that the Second Amendment protects the right to keep and
bear arms for certain military purposes, but it does not limit government's power to regulate nonmilitary use
and ownership of weapons Heller, at One dissenter agreed that the Second Amendment protected an
individual right, but argued that the District law was a reasonable restriction. Court of Appeals for the D.
Based on this understanding, the Court held that a District of Columbia law banning handgun possession in the
home violated the second amendment. Stephen Breyer wrote a separate dissent. But the fact: that important
interests lie on both sides of the constitutional equation suggests that review of gun-control regulation is not a
context in which a court should effectively presume either constitutionality as in rational-bases review or
unconstitutionality as in strict scrutiny. Under any of the standards of scrutiny the Court has applied to
enumerated constitutional rights, this prohibitionâ€”in the place where the importance of the lawful defense of
self, family, and property is most acuteâ€”would fail constitutional muster. Cruikshank, 92 U. Wade , stating
that it created a federal constitutional right that did not previously exist, and he asserts that the originalist
method â€” to which Justice Antonin Scalia claimed to adhere â€” would have yielded the opposite result of
the majority opinion. Applying a balancing test that takes into account extensive empirical evidence of the
magnitude of gun crimes and violence would show that the D. The Court reasoned that the prefatory clause
gave one reason for the Second Amendment, but it did not limit the right listed in the operative clauseâ€”the
second part of the amendmentâ€”to own weapons only for militia service. Chicago's handgun law was likened
to the D. Heller recognized an individual right to possess a firearm under the Constitution. I have decided to
take the unusual step of circulating the initial draft of a probable dissent before [Scalia] circulates his majority
because I fear the members of the majority have not yet adequately considered the unusual importance of their
decision. And Justice Antonin Scalia told Mr. Stevens, J. It would fail constitutional muster under any of the
standards the Court had applied in the past to enumerated constitutional rights Id. Clement allotted 15 minutes
to present the federal government's views. Parker is a single woman whose life had been threatened on
numerous occasions by drug dealers who had sometimes tried to break into her house. Accordingly, it struck
down as unconstitutional provisions of a D. Perhaps guns could be banned from schools, Mr. Submit a letter to
the editor or write to letters theatlantic. Heller , S. Normal meaning may of course include an idiomatic
meaning, but it excludes secret or technical meanings Supreme Court to review the case. The Breyer dissent
looks to early municipal fire-safety laws that forbade the storage of gunpowder and in Boston the carrying of
loaded arms into certain buildings , and on nuisance laws providing fines or loss of firearm for imprudent
usage, as demonstrating the Second Amendment has been understood to have no impact on the regulation of
civilian firearms.

